
The Space Between 

An outdoor, public reading of What A Stranger May Know, 

followed by a series of active community dialogues on violence and peace 

 

Call for Participants:  

Seeking good readers (actors and non-actors alike) for an outdoor, public staged reading of What a 

Stranger May Know, by playwright Erik Ehn, on Saturday, March 25, at 10 a.m. Directed by VT Alumna 

Dor Cosby Atkinson (MFA Directing and Public Dialogue, 2011) and Francine Dulong (MA Applied Theatre, 

Royal Central School of Speech and Drama, 2015) 

 

No audition is necessary. Please send an email to Dor Atkinson at dorcosbyatkinson@gmail.com. In a few 

words, please share with us why you might be interested in being involved in the WASMK reading and/or 

Active Dialogues (see below).  

 

Please respond as soon as you can.  We are excited to hear from you. 

 

Roles to be filled:  

Readers to read aloud one 90 minute script each (The play is built on several 90 minute scripts read 

simultaneously in a large outside space, such as Henderson Lawn.) 

 

Rehearsal and performance schedule*: 

March 20 - 7-8:30pm, First Impressions/Discussion  

March 21 - 6:30-9:30pm Reading Rehearsal  

March 22 - 6:30-9:30pm Reading Rehearsal  

March 23 - 6:30-9:30pm Movement/Physical Rehearsal  

March 24 - 3pm-6pm Outdoor practice on Henderson Lawn 

March 25 - 9 am set-up; 10am-12pm Reading Henderson Lawn; Reflection 2pm - 4pm Theatre 101 

 

*This schedule represents the maximum rehearsal time available.  Each participant will be asked to attend 

the March 20 “First Impressions/Discussion,” at least one of the following three rehearsal dates as 

individual schedules allow (March 21, 22, or 23), the March 24 outdoor practice, and the actual 

performance on March 25. 

 

We also invite and encourage everyone to participate in the active dialogues that will follow this staged 

reading (see information in Francine’s letter below), leading to the development of new performance 

material that will be shared the week leading up to April 16th and potentially in the long term as a new 

piece.  

 

Dear students and friends of Virginia Tech, 

 

My name is Francine Dulong, daughter of the late Jocelyne Couture- Nowak. In the ten years since I lost 

my mother, I have embodied her legacy of creating safe educational spaces for all and combined it with my 

passion, becoming a professional theatre maker, performer and teacher. For the fifth anniversary of the 

Virginia tech shooting in April 2012, I had the opportunity to participate in the memorial project What A 

Stranger May Know with award winning playwright Erik Ehn and members of the Providence community at 

Brown University.  Reading my mother’s piece and engaging with everyday people on the subject of 

violence, loss and peace was one of the most cathartic moments in my life. I had never met many of these 

people before yet through this artistic expression we discovered common experiences and began to share 

a vision of what we wanted for ourselves and our communities in the future.    

 

It was the beginning of a new conversation within me, an ongoing dialogue between myself as an artist, as 

my mother’s daughter, and as a teacher. Then I asked myself the question - how do I invite others into this 

process and what are the connection points between our stories? During my MA at the Royal Central 
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School of Speech and Drama in London (2014-2015), I reached out to Erik Ehn (Brown University), Bob 

Leonard (VT School of Performing Arts) and Dorothy Atkinson (VT Alumna MFA Directing and Dialogue 

2011) to see if we could continue this conversation with the Blacksburg community for April 16, 2017.  

 

What a Stranger May Know is a 32-part simultaneous living memorial in which each piece has been written 

to honor the individuals who lost their lives on April 16th. Through these plays, which are more like poems 

or songs, Erik is endeavoring to “write the unspeakable” - to mourn the loss of those that many people will 

never have the chance to meet, will never know. As a stranger grasping to know someone better, the 

playwright has used publicly available and ambient language to create a reflective “memorial garden in 

time”, in which no one is impersonated and no events take place. Instead, the plays become like a series of 

prayers, many diverse voices in concert with one another.  

 

A bit more about Erik: Erik Ehn is an award-winning playwright and director. He is the former dean of 

theater at CalArts and currently the head of playwriting and professor of theatre and performance studies at 

Brown University. His published works include The Saint Plays, Beginner, and 13 Christs. 

 

After numerous discussions with both faculty and members of the community, our team has decided to offer 

The Space Between project which is composed of an outdoor, public reading of the WASMK script, 

followed by a series of active community dialogues on violence and peace that will culminate in a public 

sharing of those dialogues. The goal of these events is to foster spaces of exploration and connection 

between where we have come from, where we are ten years after the VT tragedy and how we want to build 

our communities of the future. These events will take place across March and April 2017, also providing a 

link between other memorial programming in the 32 Days series. Our date for the reading is Saturday, 

March 25 with active dialogues taking place between March 27th and April 8th. 

 

We have heard that students seek ways to honor and remember those lost on April 16. We feel that this 

play may serve to provide creative space for mourning and reflection, for both participants and observers. 

For this staged reading, we seek actors and community members who wish to read these 32 plays, or “bear 

witness” to these 32 plays. If you are interested in being involved, we welcome your involvement, no 

audition needed. Please email Dor Cosby Atkinson at dorcosbyatkinson@gmail.com. We also welcome 

your participation in the community dialogues to follow, which will be led by myself, Dor Atkinson, Erik Ehn, 

and Bob Leonard. The dialogues take the form of guided workshops, where we will share food, ideas and 

art: all are welcome - spread the word!  

 

Please feel free to contact Dor or myself if you have any questions about this project or how to get involved. 

 

Wishing you peace as we continue into 2017, 

 

Francine Dulong & Dor Cosby Atkinson 
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